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THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF STARMOUNT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

SEPTEMBER 2022

There is certainly nothing wrong with things that are familiar. Familiar things bring comfort and hold
meaning for us. Familiar music moves us. Familiar foods satisfy us. Familiar places are connected to
memories. Familiar people put us at ease. However, what do we do when the familiar is not available
to us? What happens when we cannot travel on the well worn paths that we know, and instead face
uncharted territory? 

Frederick Buechner says that “Faith is not being sure where you’re going, but going anyway. A journey
without maps.” It is that last phrase that has stuck with me over the last few weeks. Many of us are
experiencing seasons of life that can best be described as “a journey without maps.” We are facing
situations that are unique, for which we have little to no previous experience. 

As individuals, there are many in our community who have lost loved ones, those who are dealing
with a new medical condition, those who are moving to a new home or a new job, those who are
navigating the milestones of childhood, and those who are dealing with the challenges of aging. As a
church, we are charting a new course in a new environment and we are seeking to be faithful
disciples in a world where everything has changed.

If we have a map, then the entire journey is laid out for us and we know where we are and where we
are going, but a journey without maps is defined by the unknown. The writer of Hebrews reminds us
that, “Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen,” and they
encourage us to, “run with perseverance the race that is set before us looking to Jesus the pioneer
and perfecter of our faith.”   

In this season of new beginnings, as we run whatever unknown trails that lay before us, may we
embrace a sense of adventure and excitement about the new things we will experience and learn. At
the same time, may we find comfort and encouragement in the knowledge that we do not travel
alone.

In Christ,
Charlie Lee

 I was headed out for a run a few weeks ago, and as I left the house I
remembered that someone had recently told me about a new trail they had
discovered in town. Since it is always nice to find new running routes, I tried to
look up this new trail online. Though I did find its location, I ended up deciding
against running on it that day. The reason I didn’t run this new trail is because I
couldn’t find a map that laid out its course, and so rather than explore the new
trail I decided instead to run one I had been on before. One that was more
comfortable and familiar. 
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Tutoring Interest Meeting – The Tutoring
Program at Starmount has created great
bonds within our community and helped
many families. But it needs your help!
There will be a Q&A meeting on
September 14th at 4 pm. 
Please email Laura Roberson at
laura@starmountpres.org if you plan to
attend, to indicate your level of interest or
to let us know if you need a Zoom link to
attend. For more details visit the “events”
page of our website:
https://starmountpres.org/events/. 

Bring your lawn chairs and join us after
worship on September 11th.  Wired Cafe
coffee truck will be onsite with coffee and
other items for purchase.  You can get a
sneak peak at their menu by using the above
QR code.  There will also be lawn games and
time for fellowship!

The One Blood mobile clinic will be at
Starmount Presbyterian Church on Saturday,
October 8th, 9 am - 2 pm.  More details and a
method to sign up will be available soon. 



 
Resting

Fifth physical requirement for life
 

written by Jennifer Dowler

Imagine the five physical requirements as an evergreen tree with Rest as the supporting trunk:

Air            Water            Nutrition          Movement              Rest
 

It’s important to understand what exactly rest is. It’s not just sleeping. A basic definition of “rest’ could be “to cease work or
movement in order to relax, sleep or recover strength.” I believe that the ability to “cease work” may be the most difficult
part of resting. Reclining while scanning your Facebook, TikTok, or Pinterist accounts does not qualify as rest!

Rest is vital for better mental health, increased concentration and memory, a healthier immune system, reduced stress,
improved mood and even a better metabolism. Rest is not just sleep. Rest can be as fleeting as lifting your eyes from your
computer screen and taking one complete deep breath. It can be as active as taking a walk in nature. It can be as selfish
as setting boundaries to protect yourself from interruption. 

Blogger Allaya Cooks-Campbell identifies seven types of rest. Creative rest can be spending time in nature or simply
having fun. Mental rest includes short breaks or perhaps journaling. Physical rest covers sleep, mild exercise, or self-care.
Social rest urges you to claim “me” time. Emotional rest suggests setting boundaries and developing mindfulness. Sensory
rest recommends silencing your devices and embracing meditation. Spiritual rest may lead you to joining a spiritual
community or group, volunteering, or working with a coach.

Sleep is, of course, an important component of rest. A definition of sleep is a body-mind state in which individuals
experience sensory detachment from our surroundings. Quality sleep helps us reset, recover and recharge. I urge you to
commit to rest in all its forms to improve your life!

For more information about yoga classes at Starmount, contact Jennifer Dowler at jennifer@drachrom.com or call or text
my cell at 336-312-9589 to learn more. 

Resting is the fifth physical requirement for life – remember, there are five. The first is air, the
second is water, the third is nutrition, and the fourth is movement. The first four balance on the
foundation of rest. Rest – whether sleep or relaxation – allows your body to stop the constant
activity and begin to repair and rebuild beginning at the cellular level.

Congo Chicken Project News

Before the pandemic, Starmount members were actively
involved in supporting the hunger ministry in the Democratic
Republic of Congo to fund ongoing projects.  Former
Starmount member Cathy Coons has continued to be involved
with the international projects of the Salem Presbytery Hunger
Committee through Pennies for Hunger.  Cathy will be here on
Sunday, September 25 making a presentation in worship and
afterwards to bring us up to date on all of the good work that
is continuing with the project.



 

Camp Hope, sponsored by the Family Justice Center, was held the week of August 6th  at Camp Weaver.  Campers
are children who are victims of or witnesses to domestic violence. Starmount is the proud sponsor of five
scholarships and many swimming lessons for campers prior to the camp experience!  Vacation Bible School
attendees provided 60 bags with sunscreen, bug spray, and art supplies as the mission project for the week.

Charlie and I were guests at the camp on Wednesday night.  We were very impressed with the diversity of
campers, the enthusiastic kids and leaders, and the overall program experience. Watching the children interact
with each other in such a supportive atmosphere was very moving. Over the course of the week, they have the
chance to swim, ride horses, complete low and high ropes courses, and discuss overcoming challenges. The goal,
of course, is to “break the cycle” of domestic violence.  Every evening at closing ceremonies, the leaders give each
child a certificate of character. When presenting the certificate, they speak directly to the child, explaining why they
received this particular award. Thirty days later another copy is sent to the parents, explaining to them their child’s
experience as well so they can “re-live” it with the child. 

I am so proud of Starmount and our Mission work. I assure you the money spent at Camp Hope is money well
spent, indeed! 

Donna Bailey

Scenes from Camp Hope



    

Starmount Youth Calendar
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BirthdaysBirthdaysBirthdays

1      Ash Gustafson
        Scott Lawson
2      Caroline Porter
3      Bryan Burton
        David Dorner
4      Megan Chandler
5      Annette Black
        Phyllis Dadisman
        Cynthia Pugh
        Lila Tunstall

9       Mayot Ayuel
         Elsa Kontangonda
         Elvice Kontangonda
         Nancy Wallace 
11     Libbi Gundaker
12     Peter Hazelrigg
13     Ellie Chandler
19     Christopher Kattmann

21       Paige Greeson
22       Megan Lee
23       Jack Bennett
26       Doreen Heard
29       Kevin Kattmann

Our 2022-2023 school year is underway
and and we are excited that we are starting

the year with full classes and waitlists for
the first time in a few years!!!

Children’s Church will be utilizing a
great new virtue based curriculum
in September.  This new curriculum
will offer in person and virtual
options for families. More
information to go home soon. 



 
Starmount Financials

Tiny House Community Development is ready to
start developing their new site at the corner of
Freeman Mill Rd and Willomore St, the very
southern edge of the Glenwood neighborhood. 
 Three sites are ready to move forward.  One will
hold a tiny house built by Greensboro Day School
(already sitting at the site).  A house built by Peak
Academy is ready for the second site and the third
site is available to Starmount.  We are currently
looking for a partner church to work with on
constructing this tiny house as a way to not only
address homelessness, but also extend Starmount
connections within our community.  Stay tuned in
the coming months for more information and
reach out to Kevin Kattmann with and questions or
interest.

Future Tiny House Project Update

Are interested in reserving flowers for an
upcoming Sunday?  Please contact Jinny
Buchanan at (336) 549-4674 or
jinnybug@mindspring.com or the church
office.  Arrangements will cost between
$55 - $60 per Sunday.  This pricing is
currently fluid and could change.

Don't Forget to Reserve Your Flowers!



 
Adult Books

Children’s Books

HISTORY CORNER Atlas of the Heart, Mapping Meaningful Connection
and the Language of Human Experience 
by Brene Brown. The author takes us on a journey
through 87 of the emotions and experiences that
define what it means to be human. As she maps the
necessary skills and an actionable framework for
meaningful connection, she gives us the language and
tools to access a universe of new choices and second
chances--a universe where we can share and steward
the stories of our bravest and most heartbreaking
moments with one another in a way that builds
connection""-- Provided by publisher. 
Call no. 158.1 Brow 2021 

The Girls of Pearl Harbor by Soraya Lane. From
various reviews: “When Grace, April, and Poppy join the
US Army Nurse Corps, they see it as little more than an
adventure, one made all the better by their first station:
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Like the Hawaiian sun, their future
seems warm and bright―until the infamous morning of
December 7” “Each chapter focuses on one girl
individually and tells her personal story. It makes
following their stories easier. The vivid descriptions of
places and events made the story really come alive! The
author gives a good look at the lives of many women
who served in the Second World War.” “It’s gratifying to
me to see women, who made a substantial contribution
to the war effort, finally find their place in history the
way they have long deserved.”  
Call no. F Lane 2019 

The Waiting Room, 60 Meditations For Finding Peace
& Hope in a Health Crisis by Elizabeth Reynolds
Turnage. Whether you are the caregiver or the patient,
the “what-if’s” of the waiting room can feel terrifying,
and the wait can feel agonizing. Cancer, tumor, stroke,
traumatic injury, or major surgery—a health crisis of
any kind involves waiting. This waiting arouses many
emotions: fear, uncertainty, sorrow, agony, and anger
among them. In this devotional for caregivers and
patients, Elizabeth Reynolds Turnage reminds us of the
certain hope and surpassing peace of the gospel: God
has worked miraculous deeds and redemptive wonders
in the past, and Jesus will “soon” come again to end our
wait, and to bring full and final healing. These sixty
meditations for peace and hope will encourage you as
you wait. From publisher 
Call No. 242.4 Tur 2019 

Grumpy Groundhog by Maureen Wright. It's
Groundhog's Day, and everyone is gathered to find
out if it's time for spring. But Groundhog does NOT
want to leave his cozy bed in his cozy den. Will the
townspeople be able to coax him outside to do his
job? From Publisher. Call no. E Wri 2014 

I Don’t Want To Read This Book by Max Greenfield.
Words, sentences, and even worse, paragraphs fill
up books. Ugh! So what's a reluctant reader to do?
The authors bring the energy and laugh-out-loud
fun out for every child (and parent) who thinks they
don’t want to read a book. This clever and playful
read-aloud breaks the fourth wall and will have all
readers coming back for laughs again and again!
From publisher Call no. E Gre 2021 

Churchwide Fellowship Picnic “Do you have
fond memories of old-fashioned church socials?
Starmount is going to have its own version of a
church social on 2nd Sunday in September... We’ll
gather at Bur-Mill Park...This event is for all
members and any visitors or friends whom you like
to invite. Bring lawn chairs, blanket, sports
equipment, a covered dish to share and drinks for
you and your group.” 
Starmount Book Club “We’ve taken the summer
off, but it is time to get back together...I’ve (Sue
McConnell) selected Velma Still Cooks in Leeway
by Vinuta Hampton Wright. Through several
engaging and intertwining stories and wonderful
cast of characters, the author explores the
struggles of living in a small town and the search
for meaning, purpose and healing.” 
O.W.L.S Open House “If you are 50 or older,
please join us on Thursday, Sept. 26 from 3-4 in the
church parlor for an Open House... You’ll have an
opportunity to ask questions about the Older,
Wiser, Livelier Seniors which will meet once a
month.” 

This month in 2002 - 
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